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CONTENT: 
Joe Klang presents a fascinating choice of exclusively designed LEGO® models, fea
original everyday items we all know
difference to our daily lives - back then....
 
Iconic objects like the Polaroid® camera, 
knife can now be built using the LEGO®
 
Detailed instructions will make sure that also beginners will succeed in creating amazing 
objects reminding you with a wink of days gone by!
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Joachim Klang has published many books on what to do with your
Most of his titles have been translated into various languages; English editions of his books 
have sold tremendously well. 
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Joe Klang presents a fascinating choice of exclusively designed LEGO® models, fea
items we all know, enjoyed to use, and which used to make a real 

back then.... 

Iconic objects like the Polaroid® camera, a cassette tape deck, the gameboy
can now be built using the LEGO®bricks from your collection at home.

instructions will make sure that also beginners will succeed in creating amazing 
objects reminding you with a wink of days gone by! 

Joachim Klang has published many books on what to do with your LEGO®bricks at home
been translated into various languages; English editions of his books 
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Joe Klang presents a fascinating choice of exclusively designed LEGO® models, featuring 
and which used to make a real 

the gameboy, or a Victorinox 
at home. 

instructions will make sure that also beginners will succeed in creating amazing 

LEGO®bricks at home. 
been translated into various languages; English editions of his books 
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